Inflatable Soccer Field Setup Instructions
Equipment
 One only 10m x 15m inflatable soccer field packaged as follows:
o 2 large bags each containing one half of the soccer field
o 2 electric air blowers
o Power leads to suit location
 Minimum of two required – one for each air blower
 More may be required depending on power source
o You may need pegs and hammer – these are optional and may need to
be self-supplied

Health & Safety
Operators should assess and remain aware of likely risks in the setup and operation
of this equipment and are responsible to take all reasonable steps to ensure the
safety of all operators, users and other people nearby.
Key considerations include but are not limited to:
 The use of electricity
 Trip hazards
 Sport related injuries such as tripping, collisions, impact from balls, etc
 Other nearby hazards including uneven or abrasive surfaces, solid objects, etc
 Appropriate lifting techniques: it is strongly recommended that the large bags
be lifted by a minimum of two people at all times
It is the responsibility of the operator to ensure safe operations.
Contact
Ph: 1300 005 872

After Hours: 0400 848 198 (this may not be constantly monitored)

Inflatable Soccer Field Setup Instructions
Setup
 Select a location suitable for a 10m x 15m field, plus 3m buffer each end for
the air blowers, plus a buffer on the sides from objects which may be a hazard
(eg, trees, posts, concrete, etc)
 Consider access to power or placement of a generator. Note that air blowers
operate from both/each end
 Check the proposed area for trip hazards, uneven or abrasive surfaces, sticks
and stones, etc
 Place the large bags towards each end where the goal areas should go
 Unzip the bags and roll the field out
 Orient the field as required so that the two halves meet up appropriately
 Join the halves with the Velcro and ties and secure with a knot that will be
reasonably easy to undo after use
 Ensure the large tubes for the blowers extend away from the field and are not
twisted
 There are zips at each end to the side of the goals. These need to be zipped up
for use to contain the air for maximum efficiency
 Place the blowers so that they connect to the large tubes at the ends, and
secure tightly with ties supplied on the tubes
 Connect power leads securely to the blowers and to your power source
 Turn on the power at the source and on the blowers
 You may need to adjust the “shape” of the field as it inflates and support the
goal areas
 It is possible to peg the field in place if circumstances require it. The
responsible supervisor will need to make that decision and may need to
supply suitable pegs and hammer
 The blowers must stay on throughout operation
Packup
 Packup is the reverse of the above
 Ensure you undo the zips to aid the release of the air
 Roll up in such a way as to remove all the air from the field or it won’t fit
within the bags
o We recommend you roll the side without the zip first, up to and
including the goals, and then the side with the zip that the unzipped
area can release air the whole time of packup
 Ensure all items are accounted for
 Return the equipment to Council where and when requested
Damages and Cleaning
 Please report all damages to Council upon return of the equipment
 Please advise if the field requires cleaning (eg, if you had to pack it up in the
rain and it needs airing and cleaning)

